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Motivation
• The physics scope of e+e- colliders is fundamentally tied to the 

ability to precisely characterize the initial conditions (Luminosity, 
Energy, Polarization). 

• The physics benefits greatly from a precise knowledge of              
the center-of-mass energy. (eg. mass from threshold scans)
– Examples: mt, mW, mH, mZ, m(chargino), m(neutralino4)
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ILC Polarized Threshold Scan
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GENTLE 2.0
with ILC 161 
beamstrahlung

Each set of curves 
has mW = 80.29, 
80.39, 80.49 GeV.

With |P| = 90% for e-

and  |P| = 60% for e+.
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LEP

Use (-+) helicity
combination of e- and e+

to enhance WW.

Use (+-) helicity to 
suppress WW and 
measure background.

Use (--) and (++) to 
control polarization (also 
use 150 pb qq events)

Experimentally very robust. Fit for eff, pol, bkg, lumi

Use 6 scan
points in s. 
78% (-+), 
17% (+-) 
2.5%(--), 
2.5%(++)

Need 10 ppm error 
on s to target 2 
MeV on mW



Center-of-Mass Energy 
Measurements

• At LEP (C=27km), resonant spin depolarization (RSD) was used 
routinely to measure the average beam energy (Eb) up to 55 GeV.
– Resonant spin depolarization is unique to circular machines – and gets very 

difficult at higher energies even with a large ring.

• For ILC – need other approaches – I have been working on some.
– Especially in-situ methods sensitive to the collision energy.

• For FCC-ee, naïve scaling with energy spread (Eb
2/ suggests 

RSD calibration at s = 161 GeV is only guaranteed for C = 124 km. 
For s=240 GeV, need C = 612 km.
– So FCC-ee also needs other methods to take advantage of the higher possible 

energies for a given circumference.

• In this talk, I’ll focus on in-situ studies targeted at ILC. They are 
likely also applicable to FCC-ee and CLIC. 
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ILC
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Can polarize both the e- and e+ beam.
Electron: 80% …. 90%? 
Positron 20, 30 … 60%.

In contrast to circular machines this is not supposed to 
be in exchange for less luminosity

s  (GeV) L (fb-1) Physics

91 100 Z

161 160 WW

250 250 Zh, NP

350 350 t tbar, NP

500 1000 tth, Zhh, NP

1000 2000 vvh, VBS, NP

My take on a possible run-
plan factoring in L 
capabilities at each s.



ILC Accelerator Features
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L ~ (P/ECM) (E / y,N) HD

P  fc N E  (N2 )/( x,N x z) U1 (av)

Scope for improving luminosity performance.
1. Increase number of bunches (fc) 
2. Decrease vertical emittance (y)
3. Increase bunch charge (N)
4. Decrease z
5. Decrease x

Machine design has focused on 500 GeV baseline

3,4,5 => L, BS trade-off
Can trade more BS for more L 
or lower L for lower BS.

dp/p same as 
LEP2 at 200 GeV

dp/p MUCH better 
than an e+e- ring 
which worsens 
linearly with s



BeamStrahlung
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161 GeV 161 GeV

500 GeV 500 GeV

Average energy loss of beams 
is not what matters for physics.

Average energy loss of 
colliding beams is factor of 2 
smaller.

Median energy loss per beam 
from beamstrahlung typically 
ZERO.

Parametrized with CIRCE 
functions.

f (1-x) + (1-f) Beta(a2,a3)

Define t = (1 – x)1/5

t=0.25 => x = 0.999
In general beamstrahlung is a less 
important issue than ISR. Worse BS could 
be tolerated in the WW threshold scan

71%

43%



ILC Beam Energy Measurement Strategy

• Upstream BPM-based spectrometers (LEP2 like)
• In-situ measurements with physics
 Sensitive to collision absolute center-of-mass energy scale
 Sensitive to collision luminosity spectrum (dL/dx1dx2)

 See Andre Sailer’s diploma thesis (ILC) – and his talk for more details.

• Downstream synchrotron imaging detectors (SLC like)
 Also measures the energy spectrum of the disrupted beam 

down to x=0.5.

• See http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.0122 for details on beam 
delivery system energy (and polarisation) diagnostics.
 Target precision of fast beam-based methods: 100 ppm.
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In-situ Physics Based Beam Energy 
Measurements

• Potential Mass-Scale References for Energy 
Calibration
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Particle M/M  (PDG)  (ppm)
J/psi 3.6
Upsilon 27
Z 23
W 190
H 2400

Conventional wisdom has 
been to use Z’s, but with 
ILC detector designs  J/psi’s
look attractive.

Of course – prefer not to use something that one 
plans to measure better or something that will limit 
the precision.



“Old” In-Situ Beam Energy Method
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e+ e-  Z ()  ()

Photon often not detected.
Use muon angles to (photon/beam-axis). 
Requires precision polar angle. 
measurements.

Statistical error per event of order /M = 2.7%

Acceptance degrades quickly at high s

GWW – MPI 96
LEP Collabs.

Hinze & Moenig



“New” In-Situ Beam Energy Method
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e+ e-  ()

Use muon momenta. 
Measure E1 + E2 + |p12| as an 
estimator of s
(no assumption that m12  mZ)

with J. Sekaric

ILC detector momentum resolution 
(0.15%) plus beam energy spread gives 
beam energy to about 5 ppm statistical for 
150 <  s  < 350 GeV

GWW

preliminary
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Under the assumption of a massless 
photonic system balancing the 
measured di-muon, the momentum 
(and energy) of this photonic system is 
given simply by the momentum of the 
di-muon system.

So s can be estimated from the sum 
of the energies of the two muons and 
the inferred photonic energy.

(s)P = E1 + E2 + | p1 + p2 | 

In the specific case, where the photonic 
system has zero pT, the expression is 
particularly straightforward. It is well 
approximated by   
where pT is the pT of each muon. Assuming 
excellent resolution on angles, the resolution 
on (s)P is determined by the  dependent pT
resolution.

Method can also use non-radiative 
return events with m12 à mZ

Method P 
Use muon momenta. Measure E1 + E2 + |p12|.

Proposed and 
studied initially by 
T. Barklow



“New” In-Situ Beam Energy Method
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e+ e-  ()

Use muon momenta. 
Measure E1 + E2 + |p12| as an 
estimator of s
(no assumption that m12  mZ)

with J. Sekaric

ILC detector momentum resolution 
(0.15%), gives beam energy to better than 
5 ppm statistical. Momentum scale to 10 
ppm => 0.8 MeV beam energy error 
projected on mW (J/psi)

Beam Energy Uncertainty should be controlled for s <= 500 GeV

GWW

preliminary



Projected Errors
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ECM (GeV) L (fb-1) (s)/s  Angles 
(ppm)

(s)/s  
Momenta
(ppm)

Ratio

161 161 - 4.3

250 250 64 4.0 16

350 350 65 5.7 11.3

500 500 70 10.2 6.9

1000 1000 93 26 3.6

ECMP errors based on estimates from 
weighted averages from various error bins up 
to 2.0%. Assumes (80,30) polarized beams, 
equal fractions of +- and -+.

< 10 ppm for 150 – 500 GeV CoM energy

(Statistical errors only)

Preliminary

161 GeV estimate using KKMC.

See my talk at LC2013 for more details.

NB. Need a strategy to establish and maintain the momentum scale calibration ..



Systematics

• New method depends on pT scale and angles.
• Momentum scale assumed to be dominant experimental 

systematic error.
• Best prospect appears to be to use J/psi from Z decay, 

assuming substantial running at the Z.
– Can also use Z without need for Z running - but 

23 ppm PDG error would be a limiting factor - and Z
is big.

• Next slides discuss an initial J/psi based momentum 
scale study. See recent talk at AWLC14 for more details.
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J/ Based Momentum Scale 
Calibration
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Mean J/psi energy of 20 GeV. Vertex displaced on average 2.5mm.  



Momentum Scale with J/psi

ILD fast 
simulation

107 Z’s

With 109 Z’s expect statistical 
error on mass scale of 1.7 ppm 
given ILD momentum resolution 
and vertexing.

Most of the J/psi’s are from B 
decays.

J/psi mass is known to 3.6 ppm.

Can envisage also improving on 
the measurement of the Z mass 
(23 ppm error)

Double-Gaussian + Linear Fit  

2/dof = 90/93
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CDF

(no vertex 
fit)



J/Psi (from Z) Vertex Fit Results
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Implemented it in MINUIT. 
(tried OPAL and DELPHI fitters –
but some issues) 

Mass errors calculated from V12, cross-checked 
with mass-dependent fit parameterization



Full Simulation + Kalman Filter
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No vertex fit 
nor constraint

10k “single particle events’’
Work in progress –
likely need to pay 
attention to issues 
like energy loss 
model and FSR.

Preliminary 
statistical precision 
similar.
More realistic 
material, energy loss 
and multiple 
scattering.

Empirical Voigtian fit.



• b b cross-section comparison

• Other modes: H X, t t
• (prompt) J/psi production from  collisions 

(DELPHI: 45 pb @ LEP2)
• Also  b b leading to J/psi
• Best may be to use J/psi at Z to establish momentum 

scale, improve absolute measurements of particle 
masses (eg. D0 , K0

S). 
– Use D0, K0

S, for more modest precision at high energy (example top 
mass application)

Prospects at higher s for establishing and 
maintaining momentum-scale calibration
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J/psi: 



Higher Precision Enables 
more Physics

• With the prospect of controlling s at the few ppm level, ILC can 
also target much improved Z line-shape parameters.

• The “Giga-Z” studies were quite conservative in their assumptions 
on beam energy control and this is the dominant systematic in many 
of the observables.

• Controlling the s systematics will also extend the scope for 
improvement on mW using kinematic constraints at energies like 
250 GeV and 350 GeV using qql in tandem with the Higgs and top 
program. 
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Conclusions
• The  channel using the sP method looks like the most powerful 

s calibration method for a wide range of s if one is targeting the 
ultimate precision and cannot use resonant spin depolarization.
– Running at the Z with high statistics is highly desirable to take 

advantage of J/psi statistics for the momentum scale calibration 
reference – besides the obvious physics opportunities.

– Need an excellent low material tracker, B-field map, alignment …
–  should also be able to constrain the luminosity spectrum.

• Do not need/want to use mZ as a reference. Nor is it particularly 
attractive (given statistical degradation from Z). 
– So a future ultra-precise Z mass from a circular machine – will not 

help much here.
• Maintenance of the momentum scale at high s would be very 

important and/or finding an independent method with similar power.
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Backup Slides
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ILC Detector Concepts
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ILD SiD

Large international effort.
See Letters of Intent from 2009. Currently Detailed Baseline 
(See ILC TDR)

Detailed designs with engineering realism. Full simulations with backgrounds. 
Advanced reconstruction algorithms. Performance in many respects (not all) 
much better than the LHC experiments. Central theme: particle-flow based jet 
reconstruction. New people welcome !



Resonant spin depolarization
• In a synchroton, transverse 

polarization of the beam builds 
up via the Sokolov-Ternov effect.

• By exciting the beam with an 
oscillating magnetic field, the  
transverse polarization can be 
destroyed when the excitation 
frequency matches the spin 
precession frequency.

• Once the frequency is shifted off-
resonance the transverse 
polarization builds up again.

• Can measure Eb to 100 keV or 
less
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Feasible at LEP for beam 
energies up to 50-60 GeV. Beam
energy spread at higher energies 
too large.
(Not an option for ILC)



Some comments

• Many people have been working on a future 
linear collider for a long time. I would like to see 
a high energy e+e- collider in our not too distant 
future.

• Let’s make sure that there is at least one such e+e-

machine and work towards actually realizing it 
and making it the best scientific facility.
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e+e- Cross-Sections 
(unpolarized)
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e+e-



ILC Accelerator Parameters 28

Parameters of interest for 
precision measurements:

Beam energy spread,
Bunch separation,
Bunch length,
e- Polarization / e+ Polarization,
dL/ds , 
Average energy loss,
Pair backgrounds,
Beamstrahlung characteristics,

and of course luminosity.



LEP2 Resonant Spin 
Depolarization History 

• Fair to say that 55 GeV was 
routine.

• However if one uses 60.6 GeV
as the proven reach.

• Leads to a C requirement of 86 
km for 161 GeV,

• Leads to a C requirement of 
415 km for 240 GeV.
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